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Apple Pro Training Series: Final Cut Express HDPeachpit Press, 2006
The only Apple-authorized guide to Final Cut Express HD 3.5, this book delivers the techniques you need to make movie magic with DV or HDV footage. Each chapter presents a complete lesson in an aspect of video editing and finishing, with hands-on projects to complete as you go. All the files you need are on the included DVD-ROM. You'll learn how to...
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Creating and Consuming Web Services in Visual BasicPearson Education, 2002
One of the more confusing items about Web Services regards defining exactly what and
why they are. Let's begin with why they exist.

Web Services exist to make it easier to integrate applications. Existing technologies include
Java RMI, CORBA, and DCOM. All of these technologies work over networked
environments and allow...
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The Principles of Beautiful Web DesignSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2007
If you are squeamish about choosing colors, feel uninspired by a blank browser window, or get lost trying to choose the right font, this book is for you. In it, I take a methodical approach to presenting traditional graphic design theory as it applies to today’s web site development industry. While the content is directed toward programmers...
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Pro .NET 2.0 XML (Expert's Voice in .Net)Apress, 2007
XML is the de facto language for communication within and between distributed applications, whether they're on the Internet or a corporate network. XML is successful because of two strengths: it has a highly-structured human readable format and it can be transmitted as pure text. No matter how disparate applications and their architectures may be,...
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X3D: Extensible 3D Graphics for Web Authors (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Interactive 3D Technology)Morgan Kaufmann, 2007
In the early days of the Web a need was recognized for a language to display 3D objects through a browser. An HTML-like language, VRML, was proposed in 1994 and became the standard for describing interactive 3D objects and worlds on the Web. 3D Web courses were started, several best-selling books were published, and VRML continues to be used today....
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Beginning CSS: Cascading Style Sheets for Web Design (Wrox Beginning Guides)Wrox Press, 2007
The power to build visually stunning web sites is now at your fingertips. This comprehensive introduction clearly shows you how to combine Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) with HTML, XHTML, or XML to create rich, aesthetically compelling web designs. It follows a browser-neutral point of view so you can easily develop sites that are compatible with...
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Windows Media 9 Series by ExampleCMP Books, 2003
Videographers can harness the potential that WM9 offers to deliver high-quality video and multimedia via DVD and over the Internet. Illustrated examples and tutorials demonstrate the basic functionality of WM9 as well as the options available to advanced users who wish to design new applications with the software development kit. Professional...
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Dynamic Learning Dreamweaver CS3O'Reilly, 2007
Dynamic Learning: Dreamweaver CS3 is like having access to a top-notch team of your very own instructors. Written by product experts and trainers who have produced many of Adobe's training titles,  the book takes you step-by-step through the process of learning to use Dreamweaver X like a pro. 
  
  This full-color book is...
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Modern Database Management (8th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2006
STUDY.MODERN DATABASE MANAGEMENT WITH THE LATEST COVERAGE!  

	Complete SQL Coverage! Now two full chapters on SQL (Chapters 7 and 8) provide a thorough introduction to SQL, plus advanced material with examples.
	Internet Database...
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New Trends in Data Warehousing and Data Analysis (Annals of Information Systems)Springer, 2008
Most of modern enterprises, institutions, and organizations rely on knowledge-based management systems. In these systems, knowledge is gained from data analysis. Nowadays, knowledge-based management systems include data warehouses as their core components. The purpose of building a data warehouse is twofold. Firstly, to integrate multiple...
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Seam in ActionManning Publications, 2008
JBoss Seam is an exciting new application framework based on the Java EE platform that is used to build rich, web-based business applications. Seam is rapidly capturing the interest of Java enterprise developers because of its focus on simplicity, ease of use, transparent integration, and scalability.
  Seam in Action offers a...
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Palm OS ProgrammingPearson Education, 2002
The PalmOS is the most widely-distributed operating system for handheld computers, with tens of millions of devices in use worldwide.  Palm has a thriving developer community, with over 350,000 registered developers and countless hobbyist developers.  The new edition of PalmOS Programming introduces the many updates to the PalmOS operating system...
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